
CELL CHECK
SEAMLESSLY CONDUCT INMATE CELL CHECKS AND MOVEMENTS 
WITH AN ANDROID APPLICATION

SIMPLIFY INMATE MOVEMENT TRACKING
Cell Check is an Android app that runs on a purpose-built barcode 
scanner and allows your teams to scan an inmate’s location inside 
the jail in addition to scanning their barcode, simplifying inmate 
movement tracking. Logs for cell checks and rounds are compiled in 
one, centralized location.

AUTOMATICALLY CREATE LOGS 
Conveniently add jail locations and bed ID barcodes to make rounds 
and cell checks quicker and easier to complete. Users can scan the 
individual bed ID barcode, record an inmate’s status and upload 
it into a log. Cell Check helps your agency simplify the process of 
moving inmates and allows your corrections officers to automatically 
create logs for cell checks, movements and rounds.

EASILY SWITCH OUT BARCODES 
While some customers enjoy the functionality of microchip systems 
for inmate tracking, it can be a tedious process to install microchips 
at each site where rounds and cell checks are conducted. The Cell 
Check app utilizes barcodes instead, which can easily be switched 
out when needed, eliminating the hassle of implementing microchips 
and freeing up precious time when tracking codes need to be 
swapped out.

DIRECTLY UPLOAD DATA
Your teams no longer need to store rounds and cell check information 
in multiple programs before uploading it into the system. Using your 
WiFi connection, automatically upload information from the scanner 
directly into your jail management system to create logs, saving 
valuable time and money.
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1.   Complete logs for cell checks, 
rounds and inmate movement in one, 
centralized location using an Android 
application. 

2. Once rounds, cell checks or inmate 
movements are completed, the 
responsible officer can use the barcode 
scanner to upload data into the jail 
management system.

3.   Officers can view the log created 
with data retrieved from the scanner, 
including location, responsible officer 
name and date range.
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To learn more about implementing Cell Check at your 
agency, contact your Account Sales representative.


